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1.0 Introduction and Brief    
 
 
 
1.1 I am Nigel de Berker, B.A.Hons, N.D.Arb., F.Arbor.A. I am an arboricultural consultant and 

principal of Wessex Tree Consultancy. I have over forty years of practical and consultative 
professional arboricultural experience. 
 

1.2 I have been instructed by Geoff Fortune on behalf of  Lacock Parish Council   to undertake a 
ground level inspection of two large mature cedar trees  that are  growing in The Lacock 
Cemetery, West Street, Lacock  and to provide a written Report outlining  my observations 
and assessment of the trees’ condition, along with my advice for safety management  -  all   
in accordance with the  specification, limitations  and estimate of costs that I submitted to 
Mr Fortune (3rd Feb 2016). 
    

 
2.0 The inspection and assessment procedure  
 
2.1 I inspected the two cedars at Lacock Cemetery on 31st March and 13th April 2016. On both 
 occasions visibility was fair and there was negligible wind and no rain.  
 
2.2 A  Picus twelve sensor tomographic apparatus was applied about the base of the trunk of 
 each tree at about 150mm height. The configuration of base of trunk was visually assessed 
 to help interpret acoustic findings. Tomographic imagery and data is presented in Appendix 
 1 of this report.  
 
2.3 The base of the trunk of cedar T1 (northern tree of the pair)   in the region of the  
 tomographic reading-level was also tested at selected points about its circumference, 
 using a Resistograph 400 micro-drill  
 
2.4  In conjunction with the device-based investigation, a thorough ground-level inspection of 
 the external features of both trees was carefully undertaken. Binoculars were used to view 
 aerial parts and other non-technical tools were also used to contribute to the investigation. 
 These  included a compass to define orientation, light-weight mallet to test for clearly 
 audible hollow-type resonance about the lower trunk and a hand- held, long metal probe to 
 manually probe the lower trunk, seeking areas of soft wood. Notes of inspection were made 
 on site. A number of digital images was recorded and have been retained for reference.   
 
2.5 The area about the trees (Target Area) that might be affected in the event of either, or both 
 trees  shedding heavy crown parts or collapsing from base was identified and considered as 
 part of the safety assessment.  
 
2.6 A sketch plan was drawn of the positions of trees and their crown-spread in relation to their 
 surroundings and is included at the end of the Report.  
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3.0 Limitations 
 
3.1 The scope of this Report is restricted by the following limitations: 
 

a) Only two mature cedar trees at the entrance to Lacock Cemetery have been considered in this assessment. 
The assessment has been undertaken from ground level only. There has been no inspection below ground, 
or from aerial access.The interpretation of tomograms and micro-drilling records from the lower trunk 
undertaken as part of this inspection, should not be considered in isolation from visual and non-technical   
inspection observations. 

b) The tomographic apparatus employed in this investigation is a standard Picus twelve sensor device. It 
provides stylised colour-coded, visual  imagery that  represents an  interpretation of  wood solidity within a  
selected trunk cross-section, based on  data  recorded by the device at the time of  the test regarding  
times of flight of sound waves passing through the trunk, induced and recorded at  twelve sensor points, 
spaced about the  trunk circumference. The device does not x-ray or otherwise test or analyse tree parts.  

c) The tomogram is limited to presenting the relationship between information from twelve sensor points. 
and does not fully represent the complex outline of the trunk cross-section. Definitions of wood solidity 
and quality should be considered cautiously. A number of features may provide anomalous or inaccurate 
readings e.g. multiple stems, deep buttress recesses, internal trunk cracks, included bark and non-woody 
features within the trunk. 

d) Readings from the micro-drill apparatus (Resistograph 400) register relative resistance of internal woody 
tissue to the passage of a fine-diameter (<3mm diam.) drill-bit over a measured distance of up to 400mm 
extent within the tree. The apparatus does not provide qualitative analysis of wood quality.  Patterns and 
relative levels of resistance are considered in the interpretation of results; however in some cases readings 
may provide unclear or confusing indications that may be misinterpreted. Micro-drilling is only used on a 
limited scope, as the drilling process can be harmful to a living tree. Micro-drill tests and Picus readings 
relate to the specific points of assessment of the main trunk.  Whilst implications of either may be 
extrapolated beyond the immediate test region, such extrapolations are assumptions.  Neither device has 
been applied to tree roots or other buried parts.   

e) Detailed background information is not known concerning the past history of the site, the soil type, 
geology, or hydrology of the environs. No inspection material has been assessed microscopically or by 
laboratory.  

f) Impacts associated with severe drought, storm, inundation, land-slip, subsidence, or ground heave are not 
covered within the Report.  

g) The assessment relates to the trees at the time of inspection. Internal trunk and branch condition may 
change at an unpredictable rate. It is assumed that where an inspected tree is retained, its condition shall 
be carefully reassessed by a competent person in at least twelve months from the current Report date and 
that there shall be frequent, intervening hazard checks, particularly after periods of severe weather and 
before any event where use of the target area is likely to change or increase.  

h) Unless otherwise specified in the text, all measurements, compass orientation, proportions & assessments 
of age are estimates, and distance from tree refers to distance from nominal centre of base of main trunk. 

i) The Report’s conclusions and recommendations have been carefully considered and are honest opinion, 
presented in good faith. There is no guarantee that the Report is free from omission or error. 
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4.0 Assessment Record and Observations   
 
 
GENERAL  
 
4.1  The two cedars at Lacock cemetery are identified as being Deodar Cedars (Cedrus deodara)  
 In this report I refer to the two trees as T1 (North, i.e. right hand-side of entrance, with 
 viewer  facing the cemetery) and T2 (South i.e. left hand-side of entrance). 
 
4.2 I understand that Lacock cemetery dates from around early 1860’s. A village postcard 
 photograph from ca 1955 of the High Street shows the pair of cemetery cedars in the 
 distance. They appear then to already have been large, tall, mature trees, though with more 
 distinctly pyramidal and fully  branched crown outline reaching down the trunk, than is 
 currently the case. From this background, and judging by current tree size and character and 
 also by reference to other U.K. growth records for the species and methods of age 
 estimation1, I suspect that the two cedars were planted together, sometime between 1860 – 
 1890. Deodar cedar is native of the Himalaya and was introduced to Britain in 1830’s. 
 
4.3 From superficial examination, soil type appears generally favourable to normal tree growth.  
  Soil exposed about recently dug grave surfaces, near the two cedars appears to be 
 moderately heavy loam with some clay and limestone fragments. I suspect it may be a form 
 of coral rag – a locally common, soil type. I noted no rocky exposures and suspect that there 
 is good soil depth - such consideration would have been a factor that favoured choice of 
 the site, when it was originally selected for its cemetery use.  
 
4.4 The cemetery stands on relatively low-lying ground, at ca. 47.0m above sea level. Locally, 
 nearby land about Lacock is at much the same elevation and is fairly flat to North, South  and 
 West, though rising to East beyond the River Avon.  
 
4.5 Other than the mutual protection provided to one another, the two cedars are not 
 sheltered from wind by other trees. They are the only large trees within the cemetery and 
 there are no other large trees beyond, nearby.  
 
   
POSITION and TARGET AREA  
 
4.6 The two cedars stand aligned North (T1) - South(T2), approx. 5m apart, on grassy cemetery 
 ground, closely alongside West Street  public highway (footway and road) and the main 
 pedestrian entrance to the cemetery. The trees have been planted, one either side of the 
 gateway. The cemetery’s main pathway runs directly between. Within about 2m of centre 
 of base of trunk, the ground is retained by walling on two aspects of the trees, as it drops 
 down (by approx. 1.5 – 1.8m) to the pavement/road to East and down to the cemetery 
 pathway to South for T1, and to North for T2.  

                                                             
1 White J 1998 Estimating the age of large and veteran trees in Britain  Forestry Commission Information Note No 12  
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4.7 The target area about a tree is the area within the potential ‘dropping zone’ of tree limbs 
 or of total tree collapse. It is commonly calculated as having a radius on the ground equal to 
 tree height, or more in some circumstances, if the possible scatter effects of tree parts 
 shattering on impact are taken into account. The weight bias of a crown or lean of a tree 
 will also affect the disposition of a target area.  Arguably, generally the area of most likely 
 potential susceptibility to harm from falling parts of a tree lies directly beneath its 
 crown and a few metres beyond. In risk assessment terms, a Target Area is populated with 
 potential Targets, i.e. people or objects within the Target Area at the time of tree failure. 
   
4.8 The current target area of the two cedars principally comprises:   

• The cemetery 
• West Street public highway (road and pavements)   
• Rear garden of No 14 High Street.  
• Near corner region (SW) of the dwelling at No 14 
• Public phone box  
• Entrance to the playing field  
• Gas  services  installation cabin  
• Near end of roadside lay-by  

 
ASSESSMENT OF BASE OF TRUNKS  
 
4.9 Base of trunk of cedars T1 and T2 are regularly proportioned, normal-looking and appear 
 outwardly sound. Bark about the base and lower trunk is intact and healthy-looking. There 
 are no  serious outer basal wounds or cavities and no obvious external signs of serious 
 internal decay or severe hollowing. Manual probing about the base and soil line and use of a 
 lightweight nylon-headed hand mallet to test by tapping for audible, hollow–type 
 resonance, detected no problems.    
  
4.10 I found no fungal fruiting bodies about or near the trees and saw no obvious signs about
 adjacent ground surfaces of basal movement or uprooting. I also saw no obvious serious 
 bulging or other signs of serious disturbance near the bases of the trees, about the nearby 
 retaining walls, alongside the road and the cemetery path. 
 
4.11 Picus acoustic tomograph testing was undertaken of the base of both cedars at 150mm 
 above ground.  
 
4.12 The acoustic tomogram for cedar T1  presents a mostly solid sectional reading (approx. 60%) 
 with an internal pocket of decay &/or hollowing (approx. 25%) expanding into the 
 trunk from the northern face, along with internal woody tissue in intermediate state 
 (approx.15%).  
 
4.13 The tomogram for T1 shows what I consider to be a significant, though not excessive, 
 amount of basal decay. In my opinion, the location and amount  of surrounding solid wood 
 and wood in intermediate condition, proportionate to decay, as presented in the 
 tomogram, are sufficient to provide reasonable confidence that mechanical shear failure 
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 of the base of the trunk is unlikely whilst the present state remains. However, as set out in 
 the combined reasons below, I believe that the trunk base of cedar T1 is likely to be less 
 decayed than shown on the acoustic image:  
 

• Through a facility of the device, the acoustic reading for Cedar T1 indicates the 
presence of an internal barrier to passage of sound, operating within part of the 
trunk cross section, mostly to North2. This alerts the practitioner to the likelihood 
that the internal decay reading may be unreliable, since internal cracks, ingrown 
bark, resin pockets, and other features hidden within the trunk of a tree can in some 
instances create barriers to the passage of sound to an extent that causes the 
tomographic device to inaccurately interpret acoustic test information. The resulting 
tomogram may misrepresent and overstate internal decay and/or hollowing.  

• The external condition appearance of the base of T1 together with the results of 
manual probing and mallet tapping do not appear to be consistent with the decay 
mapping shown by the tomogram, but instead indicate a likely predominantly solid 
healthy base.   

• Following my doubts about the tomogram’s accuracy, five micro-drill (Resistograph 
400) tests were undertaken about the base of T1 to provide further information, 
based on relative wood resistance, along strategically located, sample, basal trunk 
radii.  

• The micro-drill results for T13 do not show resistance patterns normally indicative of  
extensive decay or hollowing, but are more consistent with characteristics of a largely 
solid, basal cross section. The Resistograph results are presented in the Appendix. 

 
4.14 The acoustic tomogram for Cedar T2 shows a solid sectional reading (approx. 85%) with 
 negligible decay &/or hollowing (approx. 2%) and small proportion of internal woody 
 tissue in intermediate state (approx. 13%). I consider that the predominantly solid basal 
 cross section shown on the tomogram is credible and is consistent with the indications from 
 the external condition-appearance assessment, manual probing and mallet tapping tests.  
 
4.15 Overall, as far as I can judge from my assessment, I do not consider that the base of trunk of 
 either of the two cedars is severely decayed or hollow.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
2 The acoustic test was repeated on T1 with little difference in tomographic outcome.   
3 Trunk diameter of T1, in the region of the micro-drill tests, is approx. 1.5m. The micro-drill tests for T1 extended full capacity length 
(400mm) of the device.  The micro-drill readings show generally consistent solid-type resistance patterning (without abrupt hiatus or 
marked, extended depressions and flat-line  or sinuously flowing resistance patterns -  indicative of hollows or serious internal decay). 
With little exception, the print-outs x 5 record a continuum of well defined, steeply-sided peak and trough resistance, consistently 
within a narrow band width of overall lower range resistance. In a few instances, over short sections (e.g. Test 1 [SE] and Test 3 
[NW]), resistance patterning may indicate decay effects. Resistance tests  along the sample radii  do not provide readings normally 
associated with marked hollowing  
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TREE FORM AND CROWN CONDITION  
 
 
4.16 Cedar T1 stands an estimated 27m tall; cedar T2 stands an estimated 28m. Trunk diameter at 
 breast height (DBH) is 1.15m  (T1) and 1.05m (T2).  
 
4.17  Cedar T1 has a considerably larger crown than T2. Both trees are fully mature. 
 
4.18    The two trees have developed together in close proximity over the years and as a result 
 have formed a partly integrated mature crown outline; each crown being suppressed on the 
 aspect facing the other tree and being more fully developed away from their partner.    
 
4.19 T1 main stem has a slight incline to the road (E) - most obvious from about half height. The 
 tree has a pronounced crown bias, with long-extended, heavy limbs over the cemetery to N 
 and over the road and pavement to E.   
 
4.20 T2 main stem is vertical. Following comprehensive lower limb removal, live side-branches 
 are restricted to the upper half of the tree, from about 12m height upwards. The crown of T2 
 has a weight bias to E and S, reaching to above approx midway across the road.  There is very 
 little crown development to N towards T1.  Side-branch size about T2 is in the region of 
 100mm – 200mm diam, mostly about 150mm diam and is not unduly long-extended. The 
 main single trunk of T2 divides at a tight fork in the  crown at about 20m, with other branch 
 origins closely nearby in a congested attachment area.  
 
4.21  T1 is heavily branched, in particular with three large, heavily end-loaded side-branches in 
 the region of 400mm - 600mm diam, attached to the main trunk. The lowest at 4m (NW) 
 extends over the cemetery, hanging down low over fairly recent graves. The second heavy 
 side limb at 6m (NE) extends towards the road, over the cemetery, boundary wall and 
 pavement. The third major side limb is at 10m (ENE). This is particularly long-extended and 
 reaches, upswept and exposed, over the full width of the road. These three heavy limbs 
 carry about 75% of the live crown of the tree.  
 
4.22 A significant proportion of  branch parts about the crown of T1, including some < 300mm 
 diam over the cemetery and  < 150mm diameter over the road, show old splits and 
 elongated lines of callus from past wounding, most likely from  partial rips, twists and splits, 
 caused in the past by strong winds.  These old wound features are liable to be weak and the 
 affected branch parts are prone to failure, with risk of harm.  A pair of heavy upswept 
 reiterative ‘candle’ branches   on opposing sides of the crown show signs of poor condition 
 growth.  A subsidiary branch at the outer upper portion of one of the major roadside limb 
 shows  horizontal stress fracturing.  A heavy end portion of the major low limb to NW over 
 the cemetery shows an old,  severe longitudinal rip on its underside part, which despite 
 callus edging  is likely to be a weak region  and  prone to further fracture.  A subsidiary 
 branch (125mm diam est) from towards the end region of this limb has twisted and 
 subsided, low  over the cemetery, and is likely to shear. 
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4.23 What looks to be fairly recent reaction growth4 is evident in bark featuring along parts of 
 the underside of various branches about the crown of T1, including along the underside of 
 the main heavy limb (400mm diam) at 10m ht. that spans the road. In the upper crown, bark 
 shows signs of effects of reaction growth on the underside of some of the horizontally 
 inclined, heavily foliaged subsidiary branches over the road. Recently increased loading 
 and/or a structural weakening of the affected parts is a normal trigger to this form of 
 growth. The presence of reaction growth, distributed along the underside of parts of
 end-loaded branches, provokes concern for the strength qualities of the heavy limb and its 
 upper parts over the road and for the risk implications this has for the road/pavement and 
 the rear garden of No 14 High Street, opposite.  
 

4.24 Additionally, this major limb over the road from cedar T1 arises from an apparently ‘non-
 optimised’ attachment with the main trunk at ca. 10m ht. The base of the limb immediately 
 overlies and partly incorporates the attachment of a smaller diameter (250mm diam) 
 upswept side branch, reaching over the pavement. The two side branches are pressed hard 
 against one another in the region of their combined attachment to the main trunk, 
 constraining normal growth and expansion in this area. Such compressed arrangements  are 
 liable to result in reduced strength of one or both of the partners. The adaptive reaction 
 growth (Item 4.23 above) observed along the underside of the major limb may to some  
 degree be as a consequence of referred stresses associated with this feature.  

 
4.25 The upper section of the main central stem of T1 appears slender in relation to its length. 

 Apparently associated with this, is a  sunken growth furrow that runs discontinuously down 
 the E face of the main stem, from the base of a tightly formed fork in the upper crown, 
 where the main stem divides at about 15m height, to about 4m height,  just above a large 
 old limb removal wound. Stem outline and bark featuring about this upper furrowed part 
 suggest long-term reduced stem growth increment in the region of the depressed channel. 
 This feature is unusual and may indicate reduced strength, particularly where pronounced. 

 
4.26 An upright subsidiary side branch (200mm diam) from the heaviest lowest limb (NW at 4m), 

 in falling scope of the cemetery pathway, is in poor condition; drawn up vertically with a 
 small canopy and cankered, unhealthy-looking bark along much of its lower and mid- 
 length.  

 
4.27 As normal for the species, there is a mass of light dead wood amongst the foliar plates of 

 both trees. Additionally, there is occasional heavy dead wood 50mm - 100mm diam about 
 the crowns inc. a few such sized pieces above the road and over the cemetery.  Two of the 
 lowest side-branches (< 125mm diam) on T2, between ca 10m – 12m ht, have broken 
 and/or died, leaving a pair of long, dead branch stubs (2m – 3m length) attached to the 
 trunk.   

 
4.28 Foliage about T1 is generally healthy-looking. There is a scattering of tip die-back, but this is 

 not pronounced.  Foliar ‘plates’ about the ends of branches are generally full and heavy, 

                                                             
4 wood laid down strategically by the tree in places about its body, in response to mechanical stresses  
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 particularly in the upper crown over the road (E)  and the lower crown over the cemetery to 
 NW. Tip die back is more widespread  about the canopy  of T2, though not at obviously
 seriously harmful levels.   

 
4.29 Judging from current crown mass and form, and from the number  and condition of old 

 pruning wounds, both trees have lost many branches during their history .T1 has a number 
 of pruning cuts, including two large-sized  at about 4m height that point to the removal of 
 two major  side limbs  est  10 -20 years ago.  T2 that has had all lower side-branches 
 removed up to about 10m height more  recently, leaving  a mass of closely grouped pruning 
 cuts up the stem and a  relatively small, high pyramidal crown. The woody wound faces of 
 the pruning cuts, est <10 years old, on main stems of both trees appear generally solid –
 looking, without obvious, serious decay. The individual pruning cuts appear to have generally 
 been proficiently executed, but callus growth about the wounds is barely developed. This is 
 particularly noticeable with the numerous closely grouped pruning cuts up the main trunk of 
 T2, none of which are large diameter, but which show very little callus.  Depressed levels of 
 callus wound response, when widespread about a tree, may be associated with over-severe 
 pruning and may also be a feature of impaired or declining vitality.   

  
 
 
5.0  Assessment Summary and Conclusions 
 
5.1 On the basis of this assessment and my arboricultural experience, my opinion is as follows: 
 
 5.1.1 The two cedars (T1 and T2) in Lacock cemetery are of a size and position that if heavy 
 parts were to fall, there is a significant risk that serious harm could occur to road and 
 cemetery users and to other people or property within range, including a private garden 
 and rear part of dwelling on the opposing side of the road and a gas installation.  
 
 5.1.2 The trees are mature. Vitality appears moderate, though with signs (particularly 
 about T2) from canopy foliar condition and wound response of early-stage decline. 
 
 5.1.3 For reasons not known to me, both trees no longer have large parts of their original 
 crown framework. Much of the crown mass of T1 devolves upon three heavy, major side-
 limbs. Following loss/removal of a large number of lower branches, the canopy of T2 is now 
 restricted to smaller side branches about the upper portion of the original crown.    
 
 5.1.4 From a range of technical, non-technical and visual inspection I consider that 
 internally the base of the trunk of both trees is not severely decayed or severely hollowed.  
 In my opinion, it is unlikely that in their present state, either of the two trees will collapse 
 from base in the near future.  
 
 5.1.5 In my opinion, risk of harm from the cedars is principally associated with likelihood 
 of failure of heavy crown parts. First and foremost, this applies to the larger of the two 
 cedars (T1), particularly through risk of failure of a heavily end-loaded major side limb and its 
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 parts that span the road and which are also with liking falling scope of the rear garden of the 
 private property opposite. The limb carries about a quarter of the tree’s entire canopy about 
 its outer, upper sector. It is heavily end-loaded and shows structural features about its basal 
 length and some upper branches that are of a character that commonly indicate response to 
 mechanical stresses that are liable to have compromised strength, or are in the process of 
 doing so. Additionally, a heavy subsidiary branch from another major side limb, reaching 
 over the pavement, is fractured and prone to failure.  A very heavy low side branch over the 
 cemetery (also bearing about one quarter of the tree’s canopy), shows a large, long  old 
 wound feature on the  underside of its outer half,  that indicates likely serious structural 
 weakness. On the same heavy limb, a low subsidiary branch looks to be subsiding and liable 
 to shear; nearer the trunk, a vertically drawn-up subsidiary branch is contorted and in 
 poor condition, within falling scope of the cemetery’s main path. Throughout T1, various 
 other subsidiary branches, particularly about the outer crown and   including high over the 
 road, are of proportions, form and disposition that, taking maturity and species’ 
 characteristics into account, call strength into question, especially, when exposed to strong 
 winds, and particularly to winds coming from unusual direction. There is also some dead 
 wood, including a few pieces of hazardous size, about the crown, that could fail over the 
 road. 
   
 5.1.6 When fully mature, cedars tend not to regenerate from pruned regions and generally  
 respond poorly to crown reduction. Both cedars have already lost a large  proportion of their 
 natural crown complement in the past.  With the range of structural problems currently 
 evident about the crown of T1, along with those reasonably foreseeably likely to develop 
 some time in the near future, I consider that there is not scope to treat T1 - to remove  
 obviously weakened parts and alleviate weight about suspect parts - and yet leave a viable 
 and attractive crown afterwards with sufficient live canopy to reliably sustain the tree in 
 acceptable condition beyond the short term. I do not consider that tree surgery offers a 
 means to reasonably reliable and durable safety management of T1 and so, with regret, I 
 advise that T1  should be removed.  
   
 5.1.7 Trees T1 and T2 have  grown together in close proximity over their lives. T1 
 dominates T2. Removal of T1 would reveal the imbalance and poor crown form of T2. Loss 
 of the larger tree would leave the smaller (T2) prominent and unsightly and would expose  
 T2 to increased risk of wind damage with accompanying heightened safety concerns. I 
 consider that tree surgery to T2 would be unable to satisfactorily remedy this situation. It is 
 my opinion, that without T1 standing alongside, T2 cannot reasonably safely be retained and 
 that removal of T1 will therefore determine that T2 should also be removed at the same 
 time. 
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6.0 Recommendations 
 
6.1 With regret, I recommend that both cedars T1 and T2 should be removed and that 
 suitable replacement trees should be planted in the vicinity.    
 
 

7.0  Work standards and statutory constraints  
 
 
7.1 Tree work operations should be carried out in accordance with BS 3998 Tree Work- 
 Recommendations (2010) and with current industry best practice.  
 
7.2 Where appropriate, planning permission should be obtained prior to tree work. 
 
7.3 In the course of undertaking any work to the trees , the client is advised to ensure that 
 operational assessments and procedures are in place,  to take due consideration of the 
 statutory  requirements regarding avoidance of harm to other species of wild life.  
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SKETCH PLAN  
 
Lacock Cemetery 
Approx. positions of cedars T1 and T2 and nearby features  
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APPENDIX 1 : ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY  
 
CEDAR T1 
 
 

 
 
 
31st March 2016   
Sensor 1 is to North 
Reading at approx. 150mm ht  
 
Indicative Key: 
Blue, purple and white typically indicate advanced decay and/or hollowing. Brown and black typically indicate sound tissue. Green typically 
indicates tissue in intermediate state, usually with incipient decay present  
Yellow lines indicate internal regions where passage of sound waves between sensors experienced discontinuity during test – internal trunk cracks 
and  hollowing  most commonly  account for this;  resin deposits, embedded materials or other obstacles  may sometimes also  be involved. Such 
discontinuity  to may create readings that do not conform to normal decay interpretation by the software  
The tomograph is not a precise representation of the trunk cross-section. The relative solidity definitions shown by colour, their proportions and 
positioning within the trunk cross section are approximate and should be considered cautiously 
 
Note:  It is suspected that the extent of decay and hollowing shown in this tomogram is  overstated. Evidence of internal hollowing, as shown in the 
image,is not supported by Resistograph tests (Appendix 2), visual assessment, manual probing or mallet tapping . See main report text    
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CEDAR T2 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
31st March 2016   
Sensor 1 is to North 
Reading at approx. 150mm ht  
 
Indicative Key: 
 
Blue, purple and white typically indicate advanced decay and/or hollowing. Brown and black typically indicate sound tissue. Green typically 
indicates tissue in intermediate state, usually with incipient decay present  
Yellow lines indicate internal regions where passage of sound waves between sensors experienced discontinuity during test – internal trunk cracks 
and hollowing  most commonly  account for this;  resin deposits, embedded materials or other obstacles  may sometimes also  be involved.  Such 
discontinuity  to may create readings that do not conform to normal decay interpretation by the software  
The tomograph is not a precise representation of the trunk cross-section. The relative solidity definitions shown by colour, their proportions and 
positioning within the trunk cross section are approximate and should be considered cautiously 
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APPENDIX 2  
CEDAR T1  –  RESISTOGRAPH, MICRO-DRILL TESTS ( 5 no) OF BASE OF TRUNK  
 
 

 
Test 1 : SE face of base of trunk at 150mm ht. near Picus sensor No 9  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Test 2 : NNE face of base of trunk at 150mm ht between Picus sensor Nos 11 and 12 
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Test 3 :  NNW  face of base of trunk at 600mm ht. in region of  slight trunk depression, above Picus Sensor No 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Test 4 : SE face of base of trunk at 150mm ht. near Picus sensor No 6  
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 Test 5: NNW face of base of trunk at 150mm ht. near Picus sensor No 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
End of Report  
NdeB 
25.04.16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


